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Drawings are the foundations of great fantasy art where concepts, thoughts, and inspirations first

become an image. In Sketching from the Imagination: Fantasy, fifty talented traditional and digital

artists have been chosen to share their sketchbook works and describe their artistic practices when

forging new ideas as beautiful sketches. Ranging from Hollywood film concept designers to talented

students, each artist is handpicked from a vibrant international art community and from a wide

spectrum of styles and mediums.This exquisite new title explores how fifty artists develop their

ideas, drawing on diverse sources and their own imaginations to create incredible images. In each

article, artists share their love for fantasy drawing, exploring the inspirations and processes behind

their practices. Packed with tips, tricks, and creative insights, the artists reveal how they developed

their skills, exercise their talents, and explore new fantasy ideas through the forum of drawing. From

doodles and sketches of creative creatures to fully rendered drawings of invented worlds, each

collection is a compendium of concepts to intrigue and inspire the creatively minded.Following the

runaway success of Sketching from the Imagination: An Insight into Creative Drawing, 3DTotal

Publishing's new title Sketching from the Imagination: Fantasy focuses on designing concepts for

one of the most popular genres for artists and audiences alike. A visually stunning collection packed

with useful advice, Sketching from the Imagination: Fantasy is an excellent value resource for

concept design that will inspire artists of all abilities, as well as those that simply admire beautiful art.
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Let me put it this way--I live on these books live humans live on food---yes, I eat books. Seriously, I

have the first two volumes and I preordered the third and I am very excited that it is being released

July 1st. These are the best books on artist's process and work flow that I have EVER come across.

These are must haves for any hobbyist or professional. Get them. I command you....well...if you

wanna....k.......

This book was wonderful. It is not a how to draw book though, it is more of a reference or inspiration

kind of art book. I personally loved being able to look at other artists and their styles. The book did

contain small sections on the artists and their processes which was interesting as well. But I mainly

love being able to flip through the book to get ideas or just to simply look at other peoples artwork

on a rougher more basic level rather than the full final finished pieces.

Great book. Interesting sketches and illustrations from a number of cool artists. Great for inspiration.

Great for causal exploration. Great for detailed examination! As with the other books in this series,

the commentary by the artists preceding each section provides a bit of interesting insight into what

they were thinking when they created the works. As I said before, great book. And it's a bargain

especially considering how much you get.

Eye candy! I love this series of books. Highly recommend!

I have both of the Sketching From Imagination books from 3dtotal and they are both excellent! This

one in particular is extremely inspiring to me. The diversity of artwork, the ideas that these artists

have, and their insights are amazing. If you are looking for inspiration, or just an admirer of great

drawing, get this book because it does not disappoint!

Love the artwork in this! My only complaint is that based on the title I thought it was going to be

more a book to work through to get better at sketching not a collection of works.

This book is an amazing insight into the minds of very talented and grounded illustrators alongside

very beautiful and awesome art

I bought 3 of the Sketching From Imagination books from 3dtotal. Great books with great

illustrations! Awesome sketches in different style! It's great for detailed examination! I'm glad I



bought these books.
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